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1. INTRODUCTION 
An involution * of a semigroup 5 is a unary operation x *-> x* satisfying 
(1) (xyy=y*x', 
(2) ( x T = x. 
The algebra (5, •,* ) is a semigroup with involution or an involutorial semigroup. If 
in addition 
(3) xx*x ~ x 
holds then * is a regular involution and the algebra is called a regular ^-semigroup. 
The study of such algebras was suggested by Nordahl and Scheiblich [13] and then 
conducted by several authors, for instance by Adair [1], Auinger [2, 3], Gerhard and 
Petrich [5, 6], Namboor ipad and Pastijn [12], Petrich [16], Polak [18], Pondelicek 
[19], Scheiblich [21] and Szendrei [23, 24]. 
For a class ^ of regular semigroups let f€* denote the class of all regular *-
semigroups (5 , -,* ) whose underlying semigroups (5 , . ) are contained in **f. The mem-
bers of ^ * will be termed ^-•-semigroups (such as completely simple *-semigroups, 
orthodox *-semigroups etc.). If *€ is an e-variety (see Hall [7, 8]), tha t is, if *€ is 
closed under taking direct products, regular subsemigroups and homomorphic im-
ages then **f* forms a variety of algebras of type (2,1). The relatively free objects 
have been described for several varieties of regular *-semigroups (see [2, 3, 5, 6, 18, 
2 0 , 2 1 , 2 3 , 2 4 ] ) . 
A regular semigroup S is locally inverse if for each idempotent e in 5 , the local 
submonoid eSe is an inverse semigroup. Locally inverse semigroups have been studied 
by several authors (see, for instance Pastijn [14, 15] and Nambooripad [11]). It is 
well known tha t this class—denoted by J? J—is closed under taking direct products, 
regular subsemigroups and homomorphic images. Hence the class of all locally inverse 
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•-semigroups .if J* is a variety. The purpose of the present paper is to describe the 
free objects in S£J*. The main result will be an analogue of Scheiblich's well-known 
description of the free inverse semigroup [20]. Roughly speaking, the completely 
simple *-semigroups ( that is, u*-local groups") play the role for the free locally inverse 
*-semigroups tha t groups play for the free inverse semigroups. In fact we shall obtain 
canonical forms for the elements of the free object FS£J*(X), similar to Schein's 
ones for the inverse case (see [22]). Furthermore, we shall describe FS£J*(X) as a 
certain subsemigroup of a sernidirect product of a semilattice by a free completely 
simple *-semigroup. This will be done in section 4. In section 2 we shall present some 
preliminaries, in section 3 some information on free completely simple *-semigroups 
will be given. Finally we shall obtain some further properties of the relatively free 
objects FS^J*(X) in section 5. 
2. P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
For definitions and results concerning semigroups the reader is referred to the 
books of Howie [9] and Petrich [17] (inverse semigroups). 
Let X be any non-empty set, A'* = {x* | x G X} be a disjoint copy of X such 
tha t x »—> x* is a bijection between X and X*. Throughout the paper the set XUX* 
will be denoted by I. The mapping * : I —• I then denotes the bijection x »—• x*, 
x* »-> x, x G X. Let F*(X) be the free semigroup on I which is equipped with the 
unary operation 
*: xi . . .xn t-> x* . . .x* . 
We obtain an involutorial semigroup. In fact, F*(X) is the free involutorial semi-
group on X. By F*(X)X we denote the free involutorial monoid, its identi ty—the 
empty word—will be denoted by 1. Now assume that X — {z < z' < ...} is well 
ordered with the least element z. Let I be ordered by z < z* < z' < (z'Y < . . .. 
Then I is also well ordered. For each pair (i, j) G I x 1 with z < i < j let p,j be an 
element not contained in I and such that p,j ^ pki whenever ( i , j ) / (&,/)• Let P 
denote the set of all these elements. As above, let P* = {p* \ p G P} be a disjoint 
copy of P, p »—• p* being a bijection and * : PUP* —> PUP* being extended as above. 
Throughout the paper let M — P U P*. Also assume that M O I = 0. Finally we 
make the convention that for i > j > z, pij — p*{ and p 2 , = pl2 = pa = 1 (denoting 
the empty word) for all i G I. 
In the following we shall introduce three different manipulations of words in F*(X) 
respectively F*(X U P)1, two kinds of reductions and one expansion. These op-
erations will be used essentially throughout the paper. First we need some ter-
minology. Let x i . . . x n G F*(Z) for any non-empty set Z and k G N. Then 
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QkX\ . . .Xn = X\ . . .Xmm{n,k}, X\ . . «XnAfc = Zn-m in{n,*} + l . . . Xn, Q = Q\ , A _ Ai . 
Each Qkw is an initial segment whereas each w\k is a terminal segment. The length 
n of the word iv = X\ .. .xn will be denoted by \w\. 
The two mentioned reductions are the following; the first one is the usual reduction 
of words in the free group. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. The mapping r : F*(XUP)1 -> F*(XUP)1 is defined by r 1 = 1, 
r y = y for all y 6 I U M where 1 denotes the empty word. Let n > 1 and suppose 
that rx\...xn = y\...yk(k^ 0); then 
f 2/i . ..J/ib-i if *n+i = yk, 
YX\ . . . X n X n + i = < 
^ 2/1 ...t/fc^n + l if *n + l 9" 2/jk-
Here y\ .. .yo s tands for the empty word. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . The mapping s : F*(Ar) —* F*(X) is defined by s x = x, s xy = xy 
for all x, y e I. Let n > 2 and s xi . . . xn = y\ . . . yk. Then 
S X i . . . X n X n + i = < 
' y\...yib-i if i/fc-i = j/J = *n+i! 
yi ...yk-2xn+\ if t/fc-i = y*k)yk-2 = < + i , 2 / f c - 3 # ^ - 2 , 
2/1 .yii-3 if 2/jb-i = y*k,yk-2 = xn + 1 ,y J L ._3 = 2/IL2, 
I yi • ..J/ib-Cn+i otherwise. 
Roughly speaking, r w is obtained by deleting successively each occurrence of some 
x*x whereas s w is obtained by successively replacing each occurrence of some xx*x 
by x and xyy* x* by xx* ( x , y G I). We call rw the reduced form of w and s u; the 
weakly reduced form of w. The operations xx* —• 1 applied for obtaining rw are 
reductions whereas the operations xx*x —> x, xyy*x* —• xx* are weak reductions. 
Further, applying r respectively s to subsets A of F*(K U P ) 1 or F*(A') means that 
r respectively s will be applied to each element of A. It is well-known that the 
reduced words r F*(X U P)1 are canonical forms for the free group on X U P. If we 
consider elements of the free group on X U P, inversion sometimes will be denoted 
by _ 1 rather than by * and then the words are assumed to be in reduced form. As 
we shall see in the next section, the weakly reduced words s tv play the role for the 
free completely simple *-semigroups that reduced words vw play for the free groups. 
The third operation on words is the following expansion. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . The mapping ez : F*(X) -+ F*(X U P)
1 is defined by ez x = x 
for all x e I and ezx\ ...xn = x\px*X2x2 . . Px;_.xn^n for all x\ ... x n G F*(X)y 
n > 1. 
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Here the index z indicates "normalisation with respect to z", tha t is, p2i = p , , = 
pa = 1 for all i G I. As the reductions s and r, ez will be applied to a set A by 
applying it to each element of A. 
The following lemma will be used several times without making special mention 
of. It can be proved easily by induction . 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . Let w = x\ . . .xn £ F*(X) and b be an initial segment ofsw. Then 
there is an initial segment Q^W ofw such that s QkW = b. 
The semigroups in this paper will be regular *-semigroups (except specially in-
dicated). Hence also "subsemigroups", "homomorphisms", "congruences" etc. are 
considered to respect multiplication and involution without further making mention 
of. Similarly, all varieties under study are varieties of algebras of type (2, 1). Given 
such a variety Y, the free object in *V on the set X will be denoted by FY(X). 
3. C O M P L E T E L Y SIMPLE * - S E M I G R O U P S 
In this section we provide some information on the free completely simple 
•-semigroup F<€S^*(X). The first lemma has been proved by Petrich [16, Theo-
rem 3.4]. 
L e m m a 3 . 1 . Let J ^ 0, G be a group and Q = (qij) be a J x J-matrix with 
entries in G such that q^1 = qji and qu = 1 for all i,j E J. Then the Rees matrix 
semigroup S = M(J, G , J ; Q ) , endowed with the usual multiplication and with the 
involution 
(hoJT = (j,9~l,i) 
is a completely simple ^-semigroup. Conversely, every completely simple ^-semigroup 
can be so constructed. 
The following result is from the same paper ([16, Theorem 4.1]). 
L e m m a 3 .2 . A regular ^-semigroup S is completely simple if and only ifS satisfies 
the identity xx* = xyy*x*. 
The free completely simple *-semigroup has been studied by Gerhard and Petrich 
[6] who obtained a Rees matr ix representation of F€^,Sr*(X) similar to the model of 
the free completely simple semigroup due to Clifford and Rasin (see [4]). Recently, L. 
Polak provided a model of F^f^/*(X) by means of canonical forms. In the following, 
Q<gy denotes the fully invariant congruence on F*(A') corresponding to the variety 
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^fj^7* of all completely simple *-semigroups. The result of Gerhard and Petrich [6, 
Theorem 7.3] states the following. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . Let X, I = XUX*, P be as in section 2 and let G denote the free 
group on X U P . Then the Rees matrix semigroup S = J((l, G, I; P ) , endowed with 
the usual multiplication and with the involution of Lemma 3.1 is the free completely 
simple ^-semigroup, freely generated by the set {(x, x, x*) \ x £ X}. 
Theorem 3.3 can be also interpreted in the following way (see also [6, section 8]). 
Let G = r F*(X U P) 1 be the set of all reduced words in F*(X U P ) 1 , endowed the 
involution of F*(X U P ) 1 and the multiplication w 0 v = r(ti;t;) (in fact, r F*(X U 
P ) 1 is the free group on X U P) . Then the mapping <p: F*(X) -> Jl(l,G,l\P), 
defined by w<p = (QW,YBZ W,(W\)*) is the canonical hornomorphism of F*(X) onto 
Jl(l, G, I; P) = F^S^*(X) which induces the fully invariant congruence Q<€&* . 
On the other hand, L. Polak [18] showed that weak reduction as it is defined in 
section 2 provides canonical forms for the elements of F^S^*(X) (this result has 
been announced at the Conference on Semigroups in Oberwolfach, July 1991). It 
can be formulated as follows. 
T h e o r e m 3.4 . Let s F*(X) = {s w \ w G F*(X)} be the set of all weakly reduced 
words endowed with the multiplication w 0 v = s(wv) and with the involution of 
F*(X). Then the mappings : F*(X) —• s F*(Ar), w H-> s W is an epimorphism which 
induces the fully invariant congruence Q<gy . In particular, weak reduction provides 
canonical forms of the elements of F<^>Sr*(X). 
Let <T denote the equivalence relation on F*(X) defined by u <T V <=> s u = s v. By 
Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 it follows immediately that <r C Q<#y . The result of L. 
Polak states that in fact a = Q^S?* . For completeness we shall give an independent 
proof of this result in the following. Denote by <p: F*(X) —• Jl(l,G,l,P) the 
canonical hornomorphism w<p = (QW, r e . w, (w\)*). 
L e m m a 3 .5 . Let w = x\ . . .xn 6 F*(X) be a word such that px*.rfc+l = 1 for all 
k, 1 -$ k < n and w<p = (x\, l , x i ) ; then sw = x\x\. 
P r o o f . Let w be as above. Immediately we have xn = x\ since x\ = (w\)*. 
We show the following. If tf -̂  x\x\ then i/; is not weakly reduced. We may assume 
that w does not contain a subword of the form xx*x = x, x G I- Suppose first that 
xi £ {z, z*}. The assumptions on w imply that it is a word of the following form 
w = x\[x\]zw0z*u\[u\]zw\z* .. .ujt[u*.]zu;jb2*[.ri]-c* 
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where each uvt is a word in the variables z and/or z* or the empty word, u, fi {z, z*} 
and the brackets [] indicate that the respective element may or may not occur. If for 
some i, u* in the brackets [ ] actually occurs then w can be weakly reduced. Also, if 
some Wi contains z as well as z* then zw{Z* and thus also w can be weakly reduced. 
Hence we may assume that w is of the following form 
W = X\[X\\ZZQZ*U\ZZ\Z* . . . UkZZkZ*[x\\x\ 
where each Z{ is a power of either z or z* or is the empty word. We know that 
1 = r e . w = r w = r(xi[x*]20ui-ri . . .UkZk[x\\x\) 
and thus also 
(*) r([x\\z0u\z\ ...UkZk[x\\) = 1. 
Let i/o = [-£*]• that is, uo = x\ if x\ actually occurs in the brackets and uo = 1 
otherwise. Similarly let Uk+\ = [#i]. By relation (*) it follows that there is some i 
such tha t Zi = 1 and u* = Ui+\. Then w contains a subword of the form Uizz*u*. 
Hence if w contains some ut (I ^ i ^ k) then w can be weakly reduced. We therefore 
may assume tha t w has the form 
w = Xi[x*]z2:o-r*[jCi]xi. 
Again using rw = re2 w = 1 we obtain z0 = 1 and either each or none of the 
elements in brackets [ ] occurs. In any case, w can be weakly reduced to i j i j . If 
X\ G {z, z*} then, as above, we may assume that w is of the form 
W = Xilvo-^*Wi[t/*] . . .Uk[u*k\zwkx\. 
Now we apply the same procedure as for the previous case. • 
Coro l lary 3 .6 . Let w — x\ .. .xn = &(x\ ... xn) G s F*(X) be a weakly reduced 
word. Ifpx*Xk+l = 1 for all k, 1 ^ k < n and w<p = (x\, l,x\) then w = x\x\. 
L e m m a 3.7 . If w = x\ . . .xn G F*(X) is weakly reduced and w<p = (x\, \>x\) 
then w = x\x\. 
P r o o f . Again it is clear that xn = x\. If px*kXk+l = 1 for all k then the assertion 
is proved by Corollary 3.6. Now suppose that there is some k such that px*kXk+x ^ V 
Let px*Xk+l = pk- Since r(x\p\X2 . . .«rn_ipn_ixn) = 1 there are k < I such tha t 1 9*-
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Pk = P/\ Pk+\ = . . . = P/-i = 1 and r(xk+\Pk+\Xk+2 • • Pi-\Xi) = r(xk+\ . . .x/) = 1. 
Since px-kXk+1 = pfc = p* = P * ^ , ^ = P*.+i*r
 w e o b s e r v e t h a t 4 = *<+i> t h a t i s ' 
-Cjb = x*+ 1 , and xfc+i = x*. Since p*.+i = . . . = p/_i = 1 and r(xk+\ . . .x/) = 1 we 
have (xk+\ . . .x/)<£> = (xjb+i, l ,x*) = (x^.+i, l,x*.+i). Since w is weakly reduced, the 
subword Xk+\ . • . x/ is also weakly reduced so that by Corollary 3.6, Xk+\ .. .xi = 
Xk+\x\+1 (and thus / = k-j-2). But then w contains a subword XkXk+\x*k+lx*k which 
contradicts the assumption that iv is weakly reduced. Therefore, px*kXk+x 7- 1 cannot 
be true for any k and thus the assertion follows by Corollary 3.6. • 
Now we are able to obtain the following result. 
Corol lary 3 .8 . If u = su = x\ .. .xn and v = sv = y\...ymEs F*(X) are 
weakly reduced words such that wp = v(p then u = v. 
P r o o f . First, u<p = (gu,rezu,(uX)*) and vip = (gv,rezv,(vX)*) so tha t 
x\ = 2/1, xn = 2/m a n d r e * M = *(x\Px\X2X2...xn) = r(yipy* y_ t/_ . . . ym) = vezv. 
Put w = uv* = x\ ...xnym ...y*. Notice that px*y* — 1 since x*n = y*m. Hence 
(ez u)(ez v*) = ez w. Using ez v* = (ez v)*, 
r e . w = r[(ez u)(ez v*)] = r[(e^ u)(ez v)*] = r [ ( r e . u)(re2 v)*] = 1 
and thus w(p = ( x i , 1, gi) = (x\, 1, x i ) . By Lemma3.7 it follows that sw = s(uv*) = 
x\x\. The weak reduction of uv* to xix* necessarily starts with a subword containing 
a terminal segment of u and an initial segment of v*. The first step of weak reduction 
therefore is one of the following possibilities: 
(1) x n _ 2 x n _ i x n y m —> xn_2y*n where x n _ i = x*n and x n _ 2 = ym) 
(2) Xnym2/m-l2/m-2 ~* *n;Vm-2
 w h e r e 2/m-l = Vm and Xn = y m _ 2 , 
(3) x n _ix n iy m iy m _i -> xn_lym_1 where x n _ i = y m _ i (and x n = jym), 
(4) x n _ i x n 2 / m — y*m = xn-\ (= x n ) , 
(5) xny*my*m_l -> x n = y*m_l (= ym). 
Cases (1) and (2) cannot occur since x n = ym would imply wXz = x n x * x n or 
v^3 = (@3V*)* = ymymyin- In case (3) we immediately observe that x n _ i = ym-\. 
In case (4), after the first weak reduction, we get the word xi . . . x n _ i j y m _ 1 ...y*. 
The next weak reduction is of the form either [x n _3]x n _ 2 x n _i jy m _ 1 —• [xn-3]ym_1 or 
xn_i2/ r*n_i2/m_2[ym_3] --> xn_i[iym_3] or x n _ 2 x n _ i y m _ 1 y m _ 2 -> xn_2y*m_2. (Brack-
ets [ ] indicate that the respective element may or may not be involved.) In the 
first case, x n _ 2 = x n - 1 = x n which is impossible since Xi . . . x n is weakly reduced. 
In the second case, either xn_\y*m_lym_2 = x n _ i x * _ 1 x n _ i or y m _ 2 = J/m-i
 a n d 
xn-\ = ym-3. In any case, y*m = x n _ i = x* implies that ymym_x ...y* is not 
weakly reduced, a contradiction. Therefore only the third case is possible and we 
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infer that x n - i = ym-\. In case (5), we get £n_i = ym_i in an analogous way. The 
assertion now follows by induction on min{|w|, |v |} . D 
R e m a r k . In the definition of the weakly reduced word s w we started the weak 
reductions on the left hand side of the word w and moved successively to the right 
in order to avoid ambiguity. Corollary 3.8 now in particular implies that the weak 
reductions xx*x —» x, xyy*x* —• xx* may be executed in any order to obtain sw. 
We shall use this fact in the sequel without making mention of. 
4. FREE LOCALLY INVERSE *-SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we first obtain two identities each of which defines the variety JS? J * 
of all locally inverse *-semigroups (within the variety of all regular *-semigroups). 
Then we show that each element of F5£J*(X) can be written as a product of certain 
commuting idempotents and a weakly reduced word. Furthermore, we shall show 
that this rewriting process provides canonical forms for the elements of F3£S*(X). 
This will be done by showing that FS£ J*(X) can be realized as a subsemigroup of a 
certain semidirect product of a semilattice by the free completely simple *-semigroup 
F<gy*(X). 
T h e o r e m 4 .1 . Let S be a regular ^-semigroup. Then S is locally inverse if and 
only if S satisfies either 
(4) xyy*x*xzz*x* = xzz*x*xyy*x* 
or 
(4') (xyx*)(xyx*)*(xyx*)*(xyx*) = (xyx*)*(xyx*)(xyx*)(xyxm)*. 
P r o o f . Let e £ E(S)\ then e & ee* and therefore eSe and ee*See* = eSe* are 
isomorphic as semigroups (via the mapping x •—• xe*). The semigroup eSe* is invari-
ant under the involution so that eSe* is a regular *-semigroup. The identity (4) im-
plies that eSe* satisfies the identity yy*xx* = xx*yy* whereas (4') implies that eSe* 
satisfies the identity xx*x*x = x*xxx*. In any case, eSe* is an inverse semigroup 
(see [17, Chap. XII]). Consequently eSe is an inverse semigroup. Conversely, let S 
be a locally inverse *-semigroup. Then xSx* = xx*Sxx* is a regular *-semigroup 
which in addition is an inverse semigroup. Hence on xx*Sxx*, u «—• u* is the unique 
inverse operation. The elements xyy*x* = (xy)(xy)* and xzz*x* = (xz)(xz)* are 
idempotents in xx*Sxx* and therefore commute. In particular, the identity (4) holds 
in 5. Similarly, the elements (xyx*)(xyx*)* and (xyx*)*(xyx*) are idempotents in 
xx*Sxx* and thus commute. This implies the identity (4'). • 
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Recall tha t s(xi .. .xn) denotes the weakly reduced word of xi .. .xn. For w,v G 
F*(X) the identity w = v holds in S 6 S£J* if and only if wf = vf for each 
homomorphism / : F*(X) —* 5 . The identity w = v holds in _Sf_/* if it holds in 
each member of _-_f\y*. Similarly as for the inverse case (see [17, Chap. VIII]) we 
have the following rewriting process for locally inverse ^-semigroups. (The proof is a 
natural analogue of the corresponding proof in [17, p . 360]). Here equality = stands 
for equality in a locally inverse *-semigroup 5 , that is, equality in -Sf«y*. 
T h e o r e m 4 .2 . Let S be a locally inverse ^-semigroup and X\,..., x n £ S. Then 
n-\ 
X\ . . .X n = n _ s ( x i ...Xi)s(x\ . . .X,)* ] s (x 1 . . . X n ) . 
i = l 
P r o o f . Notice tha t all idempotents s(xi . . . x*) s(xi . . . x*)* commute since 
they belong to the local inverse submonoid x\Sx\ of S. The argument is by induction 
on n. For n = 1 the assertion is trivial. Let v = x\ . . . x n _ i and s i ; = y\ ...t/jt. 
If s(i/)xn 7- s( t ;xn) then either s i ; = yx .. .yk-3X*ny*kyk ( that is, yk-\ = y*k and 
yk-2 = x*n) or s v = yi ...yk-2Xnxn ( that is, yk-\ = x n and yk = x n ) . For the 
former case we have 







• yk)(y\ . . .y jb)*! / i . . . y k -3{x n x n ] 
-yk)(y\ . .yib)*yi . . . y i b - 3 < ^ n 
•yk-3x*ny*kyk)(y*kykxny*k_3 .. .yl)(yi . . .y jb-3<*n) 
. .yk-3)(x*ny*kykxn)(xnxny*k_3 ...y\y\. ..yk-3x*nxn) 
••yk-3)(x*nxny*k_3 . ..y\y\ .. .yk-3Xnxn)(x*ny*kykXn) 
. • yk-3X*n)(xny*k_3 ... y\)(y\ ...yk.3xn)(y*kykxn) 
..yk-3x*n)y*kykxn = ( s t ; )x n . 
The notation [x*xn] means tha t x * x n actually occurs if yk-3 ^ x n and is omitted if 
yk-3 = x n . For the latter case we have 
(sv)(sv)* s(vxn) = s(v)s(v)*y\ ...yk-2Xn 
= s(v)s(v)*y\ ...yk-2Xnx*nxn 
= s(v)s(v)" s(v)xn = s( i ; )xn . 
Finally, if s(i;)xn = s( i ;xn) then trivially s(i>)s(i;)* s(i ;xn) = s (v )x n . Now let n > 1 
and suppose tha t the assertion of the Theorem be true for all n' < n. Tha t is, 
n - 2 
(*) xi . . . x „ _ i = Д [ s ( x ! . . . x . ) s ( x i . . . x , ) * ] s ( x , . . . x „ _ , ) . 
«=1 
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By the above argument, 
s(x\ . ..arn_i)a.n = s(a?i ...xn.\)s(x\ .. .xn-\)* s(x\ ...xn_\xn). 
Multiplying (*) by xn on the right then implies the assertion. • 
Theorem 4.2 provides strong candidates for canonical forms of the elements of 
FSf*f*(X). One could expect that for two given words x\ .. .xn, y\ . . .ym £ F*(X), 
the identity x\ .. .xn = y\ .. .ym holds in FSfS*(X) if and only if 
(1) {s(x\...Xi) | 1 ^ « ̂  n} = {s(yi . . . % ) | 1 ^j ^ m } , 
(2) s(a?i ...xn) = s(y\ ...ym). 
By Theorem 4.2, (1) and (2) are sufficient in order that x\ .. .xn = y\ .. .ym holds 
in S£J*. However, the converse is not true. 
E x a m p l e . The identity xy = xyy*y holds in S£J*. Also s(xy) = s(xyy*y). 
But {s(x),s(xy)} = {x,xy} £ {x,xy,xyy*} = {s(x),s(xy),s(xyy*),s(xyy*y)}. 
In the set of weakly reduced initial segments in (1) one has to take into account 
the element s(xi . . .#,-) as well as s(x\ .. .XiX*) for each i. For w = x\ .. .xn let 
sw = {s(x\ . . .Xi),s(x\ . . .XiX*) | 1 ^ i ^ n } . In the following we shall prove tha t 
the identity x\ . . .xn = y\ . . .ym holds in S£J* if and only if 
(1) s(a?i ...xn) = s(y\ ...ym) 
(2) s(xi ...xn) = s(y\ ...ym). 
Notice tha t the product in Theorem 4.2 will not be influenced if the first part is 
multiplied by all elements of the form s(x\ .. .XiX*)s(x\ ... XiX*)* since 
s(xi ...Xi) s(x\ ... Xi)* = s(ari . . . XiX*) s(xx ... x{x * )* 
(= denoting equality in SfJ?*) and all such idempotents commute. Next we obtain 
some auxiliary definitions and results. The purpose is to reconstruct a weakly reduced 
element x\...xn £ sF*(A') from rez(x\...xn). By Corollary 3.8 this will not 
be completely possible since x\...xn = s(x\ ...xn) is determined by x\, xn and 
rez(x\ ...xn). However, we shall try to obtain as much information as possible. 
The idea is the following. Let rez(x\ ...xn) = q\ ...qk where qt; £ I U M. If 
qi £ M , tha t is, qi = pn*v for some a,v £ I then at will be replaced by u*nvv*. If 
q{ = x £ I then x will be left unchanged. However, if xy occurs in rez(x\ . . .xn) 
and x* ?- z ^ y, x* 7- y then xy has to be replaced by xzz*y rather than by xy since 
there is no element from M between x and y. Formally we proceed as follows. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 4 . Let q\...qk G r F*(X U P)1 and x e I. For / = 0, 1, . . . , k let 
wt = wt(x,q\ ...qk) e F*(X) be defined by induction . First, iv0 = xx*. Suppose 
that wt e F*(X) is already defined for some / ^ 0. Let 
wi+i = < 
wtqt+\ if (qt+\ e I and) iv/A = q*+1, 
wtzz*qt+\ if qt+\ e I and tv/A ?- q*+Y, 
W{U*uvv* if qt+\ = pu*v and tD/A = u, 
wtzz*u*uvv* \{ qt+\ = pu*v and tv/A ^ ix. 
Notice that for the latter two cases, u* ^ v and u* ^ z ^ v since pu*v ^ 1. In the 
following s ta tements let wt = tD/(x, q\ . . .qk). 
L e m m a 4 .3 . lfwtXs = z*yy* for some y e I then wt = w\ and x = y* = z*. 
P r o o f . If wt contains more than two letters then / > 0. If iv/A3 = z*yy* then 
the first case in the definition of wt applies: wt = ivf-itf/ where qt ^ 1 and q* = iv/_i A. 
If / = 1 then this necessarily implies wo = qtq*. Thus x = qt. Then qtq*qt = 
z*yy* implies y* = x = z*. If / > 1 then, since q*_} 9- qt, wt-\ = wt-2U*uvv* 
or tv/_i = wt-2zz*u*uvv* and then wt = wt-2U*uvv*qt or wt = wt~2%z*u*uvv*qt. 
Both alternatives are in contradiction to the assumption on iv/A3 so that / > 1 is 
impossible. • 
L e m m a 4 .4 . If wt\2 = zz* then either I = 0 and z = x or I = 1 and z* = x. 
Further, wtX4 7- tt*tt* for any t G / . 
P r o o f . If/ = 0 then W0X2 = zz* if and only if z = x. Suppose that w\\2 = zz*. 
Then w\ = w$z* and ivo = z*z. Hence z* = x. Let / > 1 and suppose tha t 
1D/A2 = zz*. Then tv/ = wt-\z*, qt = z* and wt-\X = z. But then qt-\ = z which 
is in contradiction to qt = z* since q\ .. .qt is reduced. Hence iv/A2 ^ zz* whenever 
/ > 1. The assertion on W/A4 is easy to see. • 
L e m m a 4 .5 . The word iv/ does not contain a subword of the form st*ts* for s 7- t 
nor a subword of the form stt*tt*s* for any s,t e I. 
P r o o f . We consider the case st*ts*, s ^ t, first. For / = 0, 1 the assertion 
can be checked easily. Let / > 1 and assume that the assertion be true for all 
/' < /. If wt = wt-\qt then wt-\\ = q* and so the induction hypothesis on iv/_i 
implies the assertion. If tv/ = wt-\zz*qt then the assertion follows by wt-\\ ^ </*, 
W/-1A3 7- z*ss* (Lemma 4.3) and the induction hypothesis on iv/_i. Similarly the 
assertion follows if wt = wt-\zz*u*uvv*. If wt = wt-\u*uvv* then iv/_iA = u 9- v* 
and the assertion follows in this case, too. 
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Now consider the word stt*tt*s* for some s,t G / . Again the assertion can be 
checked directly if / = 0 , 1 . Let / > 1 and assume that the assertion be true 
for all / ' < /. If w\ = iv/_ig/, then iv/A6 ^- stt*tt*s* by Lemma 4.4 and thus by 
the hypothesis of induction on tv/_i the assertion follows. If w\ = w\-\zz*q\ then 
(w\-\zz*q\)\6 ^ stt*tt*s* since iv/_iA2 ?- zz* by Lemma 4.4 and (w\-\z)\6 ?-
stt*tt*s* since iv/_iA4 -̂  tt*tt*. Also, (w\-\zz*)\§ = stt*tt*s* implies tv/_iA4 = 
zz*zz* which is impossible. Again by hypothesis on iv/_i the assertion follows. Now 
consider the case w\ = w\-\u*uvv*, that is, q\ = pu+v and iv/_iA = u. Similarly 
as above, (w\-\u*)\§, (W\-\U*U)\Q, (W\-\U*UW*)\Q -̂  stt*tt*s*. If (w\-\u*uv)\$ = 
stt*tt*s* then iD/_i A3 = v*u*u. It is impossible that iv/_i = iv/_2i-, tha t is, w\-2\2 — 
v*u* and <//_i = u for then <j/_2 = u*, a contradiction. Hence iv/_i = w\-2vv*u*u 
or tv/_i = w\-2zz*vv*u*u, that is, a/_i = p™*. But this implies g/_i = q* which 
is also impossible. Again the assertion follows by hypothesis on w\_\. The case 
w\ = w\-\zz*u*uvv* can be treated in an analogous way. D 
R e m a r k . Lemma 4.5 in fact assures that siv/ can be obtained by using solely 
weak reductions of the form xx*x —• x, x £ I. 
Coro l lary 4 .6 . (siv/)A3 -^ z*yy* for any y G F 
P r o o f . This is trivial if / = 0 and can be checked directly if / = 1. Let / > 1. 
If w\ = w\-\q\ then w\-\ = w\-2U*uvv* or iv/_i = w\-2zz*u*uvv* and q\ = v. The 
last three letters in the word obtained by the weak reduction iv/A3 = vv* v —• v 
are u*uv. By Lemma 4.5 (and the above remark), the element u in u*uv cannot 
be eliminated by further weak reductions. Since u* ^ v the assertion follows. If 
w\ = w\-\zz*q\ we consider two cases. Case (i) q\ = z. Then iv/A4 = szz*z for 
some s ^- z*. Now w\\% = zz*z will be weakly reduced to z, but using Lemma 4.5 
again, the element s cannot be removed by any further weak reduction. Case (ii) 
q\ -^ z. Then w\\2 = z*q\ and again the letter z* cannot be eliminated by further 
weak reduction. Finally, if w\ = w\-\u*uvv* or w\ = w\_\zz*u*uvv* then in both 
cases z* -^ u and since u ^ v*, again by Lemma 4.5 and the remark thereafter, u 
cannot be removed by weak reduction. D 
Coro l lary 4.7. H(siv/)A2 = zz* then I = 0 and x = z. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 4.5 (and the remark thereafter), (siv/)A2 = zz* implies 
w\\2 = zz*. Hence by Lemma 4.4, / = 0 and x = z or / = 1. But in the latter case 
w\ = z* zz* and then sw\ = z*. D 
L e m m a 4.8 . r e . w\(x}q\ .. .qk) — q\ . • q\ and re2WQ= 1. 
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P r o o f . The argument is by induction on /. If / = 0 then this is trivial. Let 
/ > 0 and suppose the assertion be true for all /' < /. For the respective cases of 
Definition 4 we have 










D From this it follows easily that rez wi = q\ .. .qi if rez w\-\ = q\ .. .qi~\. 
Definition 5. Let x\ .. .xn G F*(X) be a word, let q\ .. .qk = rez(x\ .. .xn) = 
r(x\px*X2X2 .. .xn) and let wk be as in Definition 4. Put 
^ i , r ^ ( x i . . .««)) =s(wk(xuqi . ..g*)). 
Corollary 4.9. Let x\...xn e F*(X); then 
rezw(x\,rez(x\ ...xn)) = rez(x\ ...xn). 
P r o o f . If for a, b £ F*(X), sa = s6 then by Theorem 3.3, reza = rezb. Let 
rez(x\ .. .xn) = q\ .. .qk. Using Lemma 4.8, we obtain 
rezw(xx,rez(x\ ...xn)) = r e ^ s ^ ^ i . r e ^ i ! ...-cn))) 
= r e . t ^ ^ r e ^ i ! . . . ^ ) ) 
= q\ ...qk = rez(x\ ...xn). 
D 
We are able to formulate the following important result. 
Theorem 4.10. Let X\ . . . xn = s(x\ ... xn) € s F*(A
r) 6e a weakly reduced word. 
Let w = w(x\,rez(x\.. .xn)). Then 
xi ...xn = < 
w iffwX = xn, 
wx*nxn iffwX = z* ^ xn, 
wzz* iffwX -̂  z* = xn, 
, wzz*xnxn iffwX £ z* ^ xn, u>À ^ arn. 
P r o o f . Denote these four different cases by (l)-(4). Notice that (l)-(4) are 
pairwise disjoint and each possible case is covered by one of these. In case (1), w is 
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clearly weakly reduced. If in case (2) wxnxn could be weakly reduced then |iv| >̂ 3 
and WX3 = xnzz* which is a contradiction to Corollary 4.7. Hence wx*nxn is weakly 
reduced. The respective elements of cases (3) and (4) are weakly reduced by Corollary 
4.6. Now consider the canonical mapping <p: F*(X) -> F(6,y*(X) = Jt(l,G, I; P) 
given by a •-> a(p = (ga, r e - a, (a\)*). Letting a G {w, wxnxn, wzz*, wzz*x*nxn} 
denote any one of the respective cases ( l ) - (4) then (x\ .. .xn)<p = ap. Since x\ .. . xn 
as well as a is weakly reduced, by Corollary 3.8 we have x\ . . .xn = a. • 
Immediately we have the following result. 
Coro l lary 4 . 1 1 . Let x\ ... xn = s ^ . . . xn) G s F*(X) be a weakly reduced word 
and let w = w(x\,rez(x\ .. .xn)). If xn-\ 7- x*n then w = x\ .. .xn. 
By Theorem 4.2 we know that for a,b G F*(X), a Q&J+ b if (s a , s a ) = (s 6, s6) . In 
the following we shall prove the converse. For this purpose we construct a locally in-
verse *-semigroup in which the identity a = 6 holds if and only if ( s a , sa) = (s 6, s 6). 
As in section 2 let G = F*S(X U P) be the free group on X U P. In the follow-
ing, inverses in this group will be indicated by _ 1 rather than by *. In particular, 
px*y — p~ for any x,y G I and we assume that multiplication automatically results 
in reduced words. Let Y = FS?(G) be the free semilattice generated by G. Tha t is, 
y consists of all finite non-empty subsets of G, endowed with the binary operation 
of set theoretical union. For A G Y, g G G let gA = {ga \ a G A}. According to this 
definition, the group G acts on the semilattice Y as a group of automorphisms. Now 
let S = I x y x G x I, endowed with the multiplication 
(i, A, g, j)(k, B, h, I) = (t, A U gpjkBt gpjkh, I) 
and involution 
(i,A,g,j)* = (j,g-lA,g-\i). 
By [12, Example 1.7], 5 is a locally inverse *-semigroup. In fact, 5 is a perfect rect-
angular band of F-unitary inverse semigroups (see [14]). Let \ : F*(X) —> 5 be the 
unique extension of the mapping x »—• (x, {l,x},x,x*), x G X, to a homomorphism. 
Let x\ . . .xn G F*(X). Using induction, it can be easily seen that 
(x\ ... xn)x = (x\, {1, x\, x\px*X2,..., x\px*X2x2 . ..xn},x\px*X2x2 . .. xn,xn). 
Since the elements x\px*X2x2 ... are in the group G and 
x\px\X2x2 .. .Px*k_lxk - x\px*X2x2 .. .px*kiXkxkx~ , 
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the homoniorphism \ provides the following information on a given word a = 
.-!...*„€ F'(x): 
(1) * i . 
(2) { r e . ( i i . . . i . - i c ^ . r e . ^ i ...a;,-) | 1 ^ i ^ n } , 
(3) r e , ( x ! . . . i n ) , 
(4) * „ . 
By Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.8 it follows that s a is uniquely determined by 
the triple (x\, r e . a, 2,*). Theorem 4.10 shows how s a can be reconstructed from 
the da ta x i , r e 2 a and x n . Further, by Theorem 3.3, the canonical homoniorphism 
ip: F*{X) — F<gy*(X) = JC(l,G,l,P) is given by a ^ ( D a , r e , a, (aA)*). In 
particular, reza — reza' whenever a Q<gy* a'. Consequently, (2) in fact is the 
following set 
{ r e 2 s ( x i ...XiX*),re2s(x\ . . . x t ) | 1 ^ i ^ n}. 
For each i let s t = s(x\ . . . x t ) and £t = s(xi . . . x tx*). Then either s;A2 7- (s tA)*(s tA) 
or £tA2 7- (l tA)*(l tA). Let t̂t• = iv(xi, r e 2 s t) and vt- = w(x\,rezti) according 
to Definition 5. Hence by Corollary 4 . U , either /̂t = s t or vt = lt. Also, since 
s(s(ai . . .ak)ak+\) — s(ax . . .akak+\), aj £ I, we have 
ti -s(si(ti\)) = s(s t(s tA)*) 
Si = s(ti(si\)) = s(tl(ti\)*). 
{si,ti} C {t/,,s(i/ t(ti tA)*),t; t ,s(t; t(i; tA)*)} 
and 
In particular, 
for each i and thus 
s a C {u t ,v t , s (u t (u ,A)*) ,s(v t (v tA)*) I 1 ^ i ^ 71}. 
Now take any s(xi . . .Xi) = X\y2 . . .ykXi and consider the word w — w(x\,rez s t) = 
xv(x\,rez x\y2 . . .ykX{). We apply Theorem 4.10. If w\ = x t then w = st; = 
s(xi . . . x t ) and s(iv(ivA)*) = s(s(xi . . .x t)x*) = s(xi . . .x t x*) . U wX / x t then 
either s(xi . . . x t ) = wx*Xi or s(xi . . . x t) = wzz*x*Xi. In any case, by Lemma 2.1, 
iv = s(xi . . . x / ) for some suitable / < i and thus w £ s a . Further, s(iv(ivA)*) = 
s(wx*) = s(xi . . .x/x*) £ s a . Similarly it can be shown that w, s(w(w\)*) £ s a for 
w — w(x\,rez ti) for each i. Consequently, 
s a = {u i ,v i ,s(u t(u tA)*),s(v , (v lA)*) I 1 ^ i ^ n}. 
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In fact, the set s a is uniquely determined by the element x\ and the set 
rez sa = {rez / , - ,re . «st | 1 -̂  i^ 71}. 
Summarizing the results we have the following. Let Q<£j* denote the fully invariant 
congruence on F*(X) corresponding to S£J* and let QJ be the least inverse con-
gruence on F*(X U P)1, that is, the fully invariant congruence corresponding to the 
variety J of all inverse semigroups. 
T h e o r e m 4 .12 . Let a = x\ .. .xn, 6 = y\ .. .ym £ F*(A') be two words. Then 
the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) « Qxs* 6, 
(2) ( s a , s a ) = ( s 6 , s 6 ) , 
(3) Da = D6, ez a QJ ez b, aX = bX, 
(4) (Qa,rez sa,rez a,(aA)*) = (D6,re2 s 6 , r e 2 6,(6A)*). 
Furthermore, the mapping x'- F*(X) —> S = 1 x Y x G x I, defined by 
ax = (Da, r e . s a , r e . a, (aX)*) 
is a homomorphism which induces Q&J*. In particular, the (*-)subsemigroup of S 
which is generated by the set {(x,{l,x},x,x*) \ x G A'} is a model of the free 
locally inverse ^-semigroup on X. The mapping ip: (Qa,rez sa,rez a, (aX)*) 1—• 
(Qa,rez a, (aX)*) is the canonical homomorphism of FS£J*(X) onto F
€€5^?*(X). 
P r o o f . By Theorem 4.2 we have (2) => (I) . Since x' F*(X) — 5 is a homo-
morphism and S E S£J* we have (1) => (4). Since, as shown above, ( sa , s a ) can be 
uniquely reconstructed from (Qa,rez sa,rez a,(aA)*) the implication (4) => (2) fol-
lows. Using the fact tha t r e . = r ez s it follows from the well-known description of QJ 
(see [17, Chap . VIII] and [20]) that ez a QJ ez 6 <-> (rez sa,rez a) = ( r e . s 6 , r e - 6), 
showing the equivalence of (4) and (3) . Since (1) <-> (4), the homomorphism x: 
F*(X) —• S induces the congruence Q&J* on F*(X). Consequently FS£.f*(X) = 
F*(X)x CS=IxYxGxI and F*(X)x is precisely the (*-)subsemigroup of S 
which is generated by the set {(x, {1, x}, x, x*) \ x £ X}. Finally, <p = x*l> where <p: 
F*(X) -> F^y(X) = Jl(l,G, /; P) is the canonical homomrophism. This implies 
the assertion on tp. Q 
Since s(x\.. .Xi)s(x\ .. .Xi)* QXJ* s(x\ .. .XiX*)s(x\ .. .XiX*)* by Theorem 4.2 
we are motivated to define a canonical form of x\ . . .xnQ<£j» as follows. For t = 
l , . . . , n - l put 
_ j Si =S(X\...XÍ) 
\ t i =S(X\ ...XiX*) 
if s(лľ! . ..X t)A2 ф X*Xi, 
if s(xi .. .я,)A2 = X*XІ. 
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Then rir* Q&jr* SiS* Q&S* trf* and ( [ ] r,-r*) s(#i . . .xn) Q&J+ X\ . . .xn so that the 
element (Y\ ur*)s(x\ .. .xn) can be interpreted as a canonical form of x\ .. .xn in 
FS£J*(X). The product will be taken over the set \r{ \ 1 ^ i ^ n} rather than 
{i | 1 .$ i ^ n} since several of the elements r; may coincide. All idempotents r^* 
commute . 
5 . S O M E P R O P E R T I E S O F T H E RELATIVELY F R E E O B J E C T FS£?J*(X) 
Concerning the description of FS£J*(X) as the subsemigroup of the semidirect 
product I x Y x G x I which is generated by the set {(x, {1, x}, x,x*) \ x G X} 
(Theorem 4.12), the following question arises. Given (i,A,g,j) G / x Y x G x I; is 
(i,A,g,j) contained in F*(X)\ = FS?S*(X) or not? According to Theorem 3.3 
and 4.12, for each (i,g,j) G / x G x I there is some A G Y such that (i,A,g,j) G 
FS£J*(X). Hence the question may be formulated as follows. Given A G Y, 
{i,9,j) G / x G x / ; is it true or not that (i,A,g, j) G FS£J*(X)1 For given i G / , 
9 = 9\ • • 9k € G (in reduced form) let w(i,g) = s(wk(i,g)) vvhere Wk(i,g) is as in 
Definition 4 . 
D e f i n i t i o n 6. Let i,j G / , g EG. The element w(i,g,j) will be denned by 
( w(i,g) \iw(i,g)\ = j * , 
w(i,g)jj* if w(i,g)\ ^ j * and either z = j or w(i,g)\ = z*, 
w(i, g)zz*jj* if w(i, g)\ ^ j * ^ z* and w(i, g)\ ^ z*. 
By Theorem 4.10, w(i,g,j) is the uniquely determined (weakly reduced) word 
w G s F * ( X ) such that w<p = (Qw,rez w,(w\)*) = (i,g,j). Recall tha t for a given 
word a = x\ .. .xn G F*(X), sa = {s(xi . . .Xi),s(x\ . . .XiX*) | 1 ^ i ^ n} . By 
Theorem 4.12 we have tha t (i,A,g,j) G F*(X)x = FSfJ*(X) if and only if there 
is some a = x\ ... xn G F*(A') such that 
(1) Qa = i, 
(2) r e , s a = A, 
(3) r e z a = g, 
(4) (aA)* = j . 
We formulate the following criterion. 
T h e o r e m 5 .1 . Let (i,A,g,j) G / x V xG x I. Then (i,A,g,j) G F*(X)X if and 
only if 
(1) re2sw(i,g,j) C A, 
(2) r e . s w(i, h) C A for all h € A. 
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P r o o f . Suppose that (i,A,g,j) G F*(X)\- Then there is a = x\...xn G 
F*(X) such that 
(i,A,g,j) = a\ - (ga,rezsa,reza,(a\)*). 
Since a<p = (Da, r ez a, (aA)*) = (i,g,j) we have s a = w(i,g,j). Let 6 be an initial 
segment of w(i, g,j). Then there is an initial segment a' of a such that s a ' = 6 = s6 
(Lemma 2.1). Then also 
s(a'(a'A)*) = s ( (sa ' ) ( (sa ' )A)*) = s(6(6A)*) = s((s 6)((s6)A*)). 
Consequently, sw(i,g,j) C s a and thus re2 sw(i,g,j) C r e . s a = A showing (1). 
(2) will be shown by a similar argument. Let h G A. Then h G r e , s a . Tha t 
is, h = rezs(x\...xi) or h = rezs(x\ . . .xix*) for some / ^ 7i. Suppose that 
h = rez s(x\ .. .£ / ) . By Theorem 4.10, w(i,h) is an initial segment of s(x\ . . . x/) 
(or coincides with s(x\ ...xi)). Each initial segment 6 = s6 of w(i,h) is of the 
form 6 = s(x\ .. .xi>) G s a for some /' <C / (Lemma 2.1). Furthermore, s(6(6A)*) = 
s(x\ .. .xi'X*,) G s a . In particular, sw(i,h) C s a . If h = r e 2 s ( x i ...xix*) then a 
similar argument applies. In any case we have thus shown the direct part . To prove 
the converse suppose that (1) and (2) hold for a given (i,A,g, j) ElxYxGxI. 
Consider the element 
a= Y[[w(^ll)w(iJiy]w(i^9j)-
h£A 
Notice tha t all idempotents w(i, h)w(i, h)* commute. It is clear that ga = gw(i, h) = 
i for each h G A, aX — w(i,g,j) — j * and rez a = r ez s a = r ez w(i,g,j) = g. Let 
the elements of A be indexed in some way: A = { h i , . . . , hq}. Taking into account 
tha t gw(i, hi) = i = gw(i,g,j) for all hi G A we have the following 
a = (fan • • -aim-aim- • • -aii*'*) • • -fan • • •«/m,a*m( . . .a*xi*).. .ia\ .. .ak 
where w(i, hi) = ian ... a/m. and w(i,g,j) = iai . . .ak. Consider any initial segment 
6 of a. Then s 6 is one of the following: 
s6 G {ia/i . . .a{kl,ian . . .a(kla*kl, iax .. .a /} 
where 0 ^ k/ ^ mi and 0 $ / $ it (here k/ = 0 means s 6 = i or s 6 = ii* and / = 0 
means s 6 = i). Consequently, s(6(6A*)) is one of the following: 
s(6(6A)*) G {ian . . .aikla*kl,ian . . .alkl,iax . . .aia*} 
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(provided the same convention on ki and /) . In any case we have sb , s(6(6A)*) G 
sw(i,ln) for some In G S or sb , s(6(6A)*) G sw(i,gj). By conditions (1) and (2) it 
follows tha t rezsaCA. On the other hand, for hi G A we have 
s i a n . . - a l m i a * m i . . .i* .. .ian . . .an .. .a /m . = ian .. .almi = w(i,h\) G s a . 
By Lemma 4.8 also rez w(i,hi) = hi and thus /i/ = rezw(i,hi) G r e . s a . The 
element hi G -4 is arbitrarily chosen so that J4 C r e 2 s a and thus A = r e ^ s a . 
Summarizing the converse part we have shown that 
(i,A,gJ) = (ga,rezsa,reza,(a\)*)eF*(X)x = FJ?S*(X). 
D 
The next results concern idempotents and the natural partial order in F*(X)x = 
FSfS*(X). 
L e m m a 5.2 . Let (i,A,g,j) G I x V x G x I . Then (i,A,g,j)2 = (i,A,g,j) if and 
only if g = pij. 
P r o o f . We have (i, A, g ,j)(i, A, g J) = (ijAUgpjiA^gpjigJ). Hence (i,A,g,j) 
is idempotent if and only if g = gpjig and A U gpjiA = A. The first condition is 
equivalent to g = p " 1 and thus g = p*j. Conversely, if # = p,j then immediately 
(i,A,gJ)GE(IxY xGxI). D 
Corol lary 5 .3 . Let w = x\ .. .xn G F*(K). TLen w Q%J* w
2 (that is, w is an 
idempotent in FS£J*(X)) if and only if either sw = x\x\xnxn or sw = x\x\ = 
xnxn. 
P r o o f . We have w Q&j+ w2 if and only if wx is an idempotent in F*(X)\. 
Tha t is, wx = (i, A,pij,j) by Lemma 5.3. The element s w is uniquely determined 
by the parameters i,PijJ, namely sw = w(i,pijj). By Definition 6, 
( ІІ* = jj* if i = j , 
[ гг ^7 ìf г ф j . 
Since i = g(s w) = gw = x\ and j = ((siv)A)* = (ivA)* we observe that s w = 
x i x * x * x n or s i v = x\x\ = x * x n . Conversely, if sw = x i x * x * x n then ivx = 
(x\,A,pXxX*n,x*n) and ivx is idempotent. Similarly, if sw = x\x\ = x * x n then 
iv^ = (x\ ,A,\, x\) = (x*n,A, l,xn) which is idempotent. D 
T h e natural partial order on a regular semigroup has been introduced by Narn-
booripad [11]. A list of equivalent definitions is given by Mitsch [10]. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 7. Let S be a regular semigroup, a, 6 G S. Then a <C 6 if and only if 
there are idempotents e,f £ F(5) such that a = e6 = 6 / . 
L e m m a 5.4 . Let S be a regular ^-semigroup. Then *: x »—» x* is an order 
automorphism of(S,<^). 
P r o o f . Let a <C. b, that is, a = e6 = 6f for some e,f£ E(S). Then a* = 6*e* = 
f*6*. Since e*,f* E K(»5), a* <̂  6*. Since * is self-inverse the assertion follows. D 
For locally inverse *-semigroups we give a further characterization of <C which is 
a natural anologon of the well known definition of <̂  for the inverse case. In [11] 
Nambooripad has shown that a regular semigroup is locally inverse if and only if <C 
is compatible with the multiplication. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.5. Let S be a locally inverse ^-semigroup. Then a <C. b if and only 
if a = aa*6 = 6a* a. 
P r o o f . If a <C 6 then a* <̂  6* by Lemma 5.4. Compatibility of $J implies 
a <C aa*6, a <C 6a*a, a* <C a*ab*, a* <.C 6*aa*,a*a <̂  6*6 and aa* <C 66*. Now 
a* <C a*a6* implies a*6 <C a*ab*b = a*a. Hence aa*6 <C aa*a so that a = aa*6. 
Similarly, a* <̂  6*aa* implies 6a* <̂  bb*aa* = aa*. Hence 6a*a <C a so that a = 6a*a. 
The converse is obvious. D 
R e m a r k . In the same fashion as for the inverse case several equivalent charac-
terizations of <C in a locally inverse *-semigroup can be obtained. 
Coro l lary 5.6. Let (i, A,g,j),(k, B, h,l) £ I xY x G x I. Then (i,A,g,j) <: 
(k, B, h, I) if and only if(i,g,j) = (k, h,l) and B C A. 
P r o o f . A straightforward calculation shows 
(t, A, g, j)(i, A, g,j)*(k, B, h, /) = (t, A U pikB, pikh, /) 
and 
(k, B, h, l)(i,A,g, j)*(i, A, g, j) = (k,BU hp{jg-
lA, hpij, j). 
If (i,g,j) = (k,h,l) and B C A then immediately from Proposition 5.5. (i,A,g,j) <J 
(k,B,h,l). Conversely suppose (i,A,g,j) <̂  (k,B,h,l). By Proposition 5.5, / = 
j , k = t, g = pikh = h and A = A U PikB = A U B so that B C A. D 
Coro l lary 5.7. Let u, v 6 F*(X). Then UQ&J* <C VQ%J+ if and only if 
(\) s u = s v, 
(2) s u D sv. 
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P r o o f . The inequality u ^ v holds in FS£J*(X) if and only if ux ^ vx in 
F*(X)X- Now 
ux ^ vx <-> (i?w,re z u,(uA)*) = (Dv , r e 2 v,(vA)*) and r e . sv C r e . st*. 
Immediately we thus have that (1) and (2) imply UQ&JT* ^ VQ&JT*. Suppose con-
versely that (Qu,re2 w, (uX)*) = (o t ; , re 2 v, (vA)*) and r e . s v C r e . s u . First we 
have s u = iv(,ou, r e z u, (uA)*) = uj(Dv,r e 2 u, (vA)*) = sv . By the process which 
reconstructs s u from ,ou and r e . s u and s v from QV and r e . s v (see end of section 
4) it follows that S D C S U . • 
D e f i n i t i o n 8. Let A C S be a subset of a regular semigroup . Then Aw = {x £ 
5 | a .$ x for some a E A}. 
It is well known tha t the free inverse semigroup FJ(X) is F-unitary (see [17]). 
This is not true for locally inverse *-semigroups as an K-unitary regular semigroup 
must be orthodox. However, for inverse semigroups 5 the property of being E-
unitary is equivalent to the property that the idempotents form a closed subset of S 
under the natural order, tha t is Eu = E. This seems to be the appropriate analogue 
for the locally inverse case. 
Coro l lary 5.8. For the free locally inverse ^-semigroup FS£J*(X), Eu> = E. 
P r o o f . Let (i, A,pij} j), (k,B,k,l) £ F*(X)x such tha t (i,A,Pij,J) ^ 
(k,B,h,l). By Corollary 5.6, (i,Pij}j) = (kji,l). Hence by Lemma 5.2, (k ,H , / i , / ) = 
(i, B,pij,j) is an idempotent . D 
Finally we mention some more properties of the relatively free object FSf*y*(X). 
By Nordahl and Scheiblich [13], Green's relations £# and S£ on a regular *-semigroup 
admit the following description. 
L e m m a 5 .9 . Let S he a regular ^-semigroup and a, 6 £ 5 . Then 
(1) a&b&aa* = 66*, 
(2) a J£?6<->a*a = 6*6. 
For two elements of the semidirect product f xY xG x I this yields the following 
characterization: 
(1) (i,A,gJ)&(k,BJiJ)&i = k and A = B, 
(2) (i,A,gJ) Se (t, B,h,l)oj = / and g'lA = lrlB. 
Since for each w £ F*(X), (Qwyrezsw) is uniquely determined by sw and con-
versely, this leads to the following characterization of Green's relations in FSfS*(X). 
P r o p o s t i o n 5 .10. Let v,w£ F*(X). Then 
(1 ) VQtfjf & WQtfjf. <-> SV = SWy 
(2) VQ<£jf* S£ WQ&jf* OSV* = SUV*. 
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The description of the relation JS? also could be formulated directly in terms of 
v and w. However, for this purpose the dual of the operator s is needed. Using a 
similar idea as in [17, VIII.1.14] the description of J2f respectively & in I x Y x G x I 
can be used to show that this semidirect product is combinatorial. 
Coro l lary 5 .11 . F5fJr*(X) is combinatorial. 
Coro l lary 5 .12 . F5£J*(X) has finite @- and Jf-classes. In particular, 
F5fyr*(X) is completely semisimple with finite Ql-classes and is finite-^\S£', Q))-
above. 
P r o o f . Let v £ F*(Ar). Then VQ<£J+£% is determined by sv. But vg^jr* is 
determined by (s v, s v) and s v £ s v. Since s v is finite, the ^ -c la s s of vq^^* is finite 
for any v. The mapping x »—• x* induces a bijection between Rx and Lx*. Hence 
each J&f-class of FSfS*(X) is finite. But then each 5?-class is finite and F3fjr*(X) 
is completely semisimple. A similar argument proves the ascending chain condition 
for FSfS*(X)/& respectively FSfS*(X)/Sf. • 
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